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Hello everyone and welcome to The Vortex where lies and falsehoods are trapped and 
exposed. I’m Michael Voris.

The Church of Nice is accommodationist. Practically speaking, whatever culture 
decadence that invades the life of the Church is given a pass – it’s never talked about.

So Catholic establishment media for example will rightfully rail on an on against the evi 
Obama administration, but never breath a word about all the bishops and professional 
Catholics who actually support him.

Now this is a matter of theology, necessarily. It's not that the appeasing crowd don't 
accept all the church's teachings - the truth is that some do and some don't and others 
don't know them sufficiently. 

But while insufficient knowledge of the teachings is one issue with the Church of Nice , 
the perhaps even larger issue is the approach – the TONE!

The tone is decidedly UN-Catholic. The more they talk, the more you see the disconnect 
with the Catholic past. They have accepted .. accommodated the tone of the world – 
where we never speak in tones that might offend.

That is UN-Catholic. Catholic speak has always been precise, bold, challenging. It was 
never about winning over friends, but about winning over converts. But that past doesn’t 
hit the radar of the Church of Nice.

So when they speak or preach or write blogs or communicate in any fashion .. it's as 
though they are unaware of the previous 1900+ years of Catholic dynamism. 

That's because for the Church of Nice, the church is only about 40-50 years old. 

Now they don't come out and say that. It might be the case that they don’t even realize 
that they are behaving in this fashion. But it IS how they do business everyday. The only 
thing we ever hear about from them is Vatican II this or Vatican II that. 

Newsflash. There were 20 PREVIOUS councils. Ones that happened BEFORE Vatican 
II. AND They count too. 

The Church of Nice knows this but largely disregards them .. or at least the TONE of 
those other councils .. which was decidedly far different than the mush-mouthed language
spoken today by the establishment Church types.

They want to change the tone. Have changed the tone and that's the problem. 



When u change the tone SO MUCH to accommodate people who aren't Catholics or are 
bad Catholics u run the great risk of it at least SOUNDING like you have changed the 
message. 

And in their rush to SOUND accommodating, they actually BECOME accommodating. 

For example. If billy asks dad for the car keys and is used to hearing dad say no very 
clearly, if one day he asks and dad changes tone and says somewhat ambiguously, well it 
would be best that you not take the car .. because it SOUNDS friendlier, son billy could 
easily hear that as – weeeeeell, dad didn't say no. And then he runs with it. 

See the Church of Nice speaks with fork tongue. It's always ambiguous, not precise, 
hedging, sweet, inoffensive, blah blah blah. That is unless they are talking to solid 
Catholics - for them the language is always precise and condemning. 

The Church of Nice quickly morphs into the church of ugly when it is criticized and starts
name calling and so forth. Where they are wimps with the world, they are a bunch of 
meanies with more bold speaking or acting Catholic – the ones who actually understand 
the tradition of Catholic dynamism and boldness. 

Just any Catholic who kneels down in front of Fr. Nice for Holy Communion. The sweet 
joke cracking everybody loves him Fr. Nice turns into a rude man and embarrasses the 
lay person, demanding they stand and receive in the hand. Or he chases after them at the 
end of Mass and tells them we don't do that here or the bishop doesn't like it. 

But Fr. Nice never chases after the half naked woman and the kid who is chewing gum 
and texting in line and tells THEM their behavior is inappropriate .. that would set the 
wrong TONE.

They criticize the church of tradition for example for making a condemned books list, yet
don't hesitate to condemn Catholics who say it like it is. 

No nice tone for solid Catholics. No siree. It's all very clear precise criticism and non-
confusing tone for them. 

Say something about the horrible presentation of the faith by establishment Catholics and
the Church of Nice forgets it's credo and blasts u. 

Why? Well, it's all about tone. THEY have decided that the tone of the Church before the 
last 50 years was wrong and doesn't fit into their new and improved Catholicism. 

Be friendly talk about joy never say anything difficult and challenging and people will sit 
up and listen and convert. 



Right! How's that working for you?

They are right about the issue of tone. HOW something is said DOES matter. 

And that’s why the Church of Nice is imploding .. it’s run by a bunch of mean wimps.  
Mean with faithful Catholics. Wimps with Modernism IN the church.
GOD Love you.

I’m Michael Voris.


